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Black Roses Red
Alana Grace

black roses red- alana grace
from  the sisterhood of the traveling pants  soundtrack
tabbed by robin young (paperthinxhymn@gmail.com)- 9/10/05

TO MATCH CD: CAPO 1

intro: Bm, A, Em, G
       Bm, A, Em, G

Bm                A
  can i ask you a question, please?
Em                  G
  promise you won t laugh at me
Bm              A
  honestly, i m standing here
 G
afraid i ll be betrayed.

Bm           A
  as twisted as it seems
  Em                       G
i only fear love when it s in my dreams
Bm              A
  so let in the morning light
            G
and let the darkness fade away.

G               Bm          A
can you turn my black roses red?
G               Bm          A
can you turn my black roses red?

Bm          A
  la la la, la la la
Em          G
  la la la, oh, whoa-oa
Bm          A
  la la la, la la la, oh
G
  la la la, ooh

Bm               A
  drowning in my loneliness
Em              G
how long must i hold my breath?
Bm        A
  so much emptiness inside



        G
i could fill the deepest sea.

  Bm                      A
i reach to the sky as the moon looks on
   Em                G
my one last tear has come and gone
Bm                A                 G
dying to let your love rain down on me.

G               Bm          A
can you turn my black roses red?
G               Bm          A
can you turn my black roses red?
G               Bm          A
can you turn my black roses red?

         E
 cause i feel like i ll blame it on love
Bm
feel like i ll blame it on love
A                          G     Bm
feel like i ll blame it on love, yeah

        E
yeah, i feel like i ll blame it on love
Bm
feel like i ll blame it on love
A                          G    Bm
feel like i ll blame it on love

Bm, A, Em, G
Bm, A, G

Bm          A        Em  G
  la la la, la la la
Bm          A     
  la la la, la la la, oh
Em          G
  la la la, ooh

G               Bm          A
can you turn my black roses red?
G               Bm          A
can you turn my black roses red?
G               Bm          A
can you turn my black roses red?

         E
 cause i feel like i ll blame it on love
Bm



feel like i ll blame it on love
A                          G     Bm
feel like i ll blame it on love, yeah

        E
yeah, i feel like i ll blame it on love
Bm
feel like i ll blame it on love
A                          G    Bm
feel like i ll blame it on love

         E
 cause i feel like i ll blame it on love
Bm
feel like i ll blame it on love
A                          G     Bm
feel like i ll blame it on love, yeah

E
feel like i ll blame it on love
Bm
feel like i ll blame it on love
A                          G    Bm
feel like i ll blame it on love


